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The paper is devoted to the estimation of the quality of noise signal detection in the output signal

processing system of an equidistant linear antenna array realized with the aid of an algorithm of

high resolution known as Keypone’s algorithm. The obtained results are compared with the

respective parameters of an optimal detector of noise signals.

In spite of repeated inquiries in high-resolution algorithms, particularly, in that proposed by Keypone [1, 2], the issue

of signal detection quality estimation, when the number of signal samples used in the algorithm for estimating the

correlation matrix (CM) is limited, remains open. However, without answer to this question we hardly can give any

substantiated recommendations on usage of the Keypone algorithm in the problems occurring in radar and

communications. The purpose of this paper is to fill the gap.

The Keypone algorithm is one of widely known high-resolution algorithms [1]. It assumes calculation of the function

of output signals from a digital linear antenna array (DLAA) of the type
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is the estimating CM of output signals of the DLAA; Yi is the N-dimensional column vector of

discrete samples of the DLAA output signals; vH
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N is the estimating row vector; N is the

number of reception channels of the DLAA; n1 � N is the number of signal samples employed in the CM estimation;

� + <� �sin , provided that the distance between the DLAA receiving elements is equal to a half wavelength of the

oscillations radiated by the signal source (SS); < = [<min, <max] is a possible value of the SS angular coordinate; (<max – <min)

is the range of possible < values; and H denotes Hermitian conjugation.

Provided that

F h( )< � 0 (2)

where h0 is the detection threshold dictated by a prescribed false alarm probability, for the estimate <* of the parameter < to

be measured we take the < value corresponding to < <
<

* max ( )�arg F .

For brevity sake, in the relations containing
�

v0 or F, the argument < will be omitted. With all other things being the

same, the signal detector effectiveness can be characterized by the detection probability. In order to estimate the probability

of signal detection at functional transformation of the DLAA output signals, corresponding to the Keypone algorithm, we

must know the probability distribution density of the function defined by (1).
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